
ReRe--PEQPEQ
ExperiencesExperiences during during thethe rehabilitationrehabilitation staystay
      
Care and organisation 
 
1. Did you feel that the staff* cared about you? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
2. Did you get a good impression of the organization of care in the institution in general? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
3. Did the staff have enough time for you when you needed it? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
4. Did you experience that the staff worked well together regarding the treatment you received?  
 
  not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
                                                                       
5. Did you experience that the staff did their best to give you effective care? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
 
6. Did you feel that the physiotherapists had enough time for you when you needed it? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
 
 
Availability of staff 
 
7. Did you get the opportunity to speak with the doctor(s) or other staff when needed? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
8. Did you feel that the doctors had enough time for you when you needed it? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
 
 
Social environment 
 
9. Was the social environment good for you during the stay?  
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
10. Was the social contact you got with other patients during the stay valuable to you?  
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
 

* doctor, physiotherapist, occupational therapist, nurse, enrolled nurse or other Re- PEQ, Grotle et al 2008
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Information/communication 

11. Did you get to tell the staff* all the important facts about your condition and/or situation? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
 
12. Did the staff talk to you in a way that you understood? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
                                                               
 
13. While you were in the institution, were you told what you felt was necessary about the interventions you 
started with? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
 
14. Were you told what you felt was necessary about how the tests and examinations would be carried out 
while you were in the institution? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                I did not take any tests/examinations  
 
15. Were you told what you felt was necessary about the results of tests and examinations while you were in 
the institution? 
                        
  not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                I did not take any tests/examinations  
 
16. Did you experience that important information about you and your situation reached the staff who needed 
it? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
 
17. Did you receive information relating to potential future problems? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
 
18. While you were in the institution, were you invited to have a role in decisions regarding treatment and 
rehabilitation interventions? 
 

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 
 
                                                                                                                                                 I did not want to influence decisions   

General questions 

Taking your whole stay into consideration, did you have confidence to the institution? 
 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent     to a large extent   to a very large extent 

 
In general, how satisfied are you with the rehabilitation care you received?  

 not at all     to a little extent      to some extent    to a large extent  to a very large extent 

* doctor, physiotherapist, occupational therapist, nurse, enrolled nurse or other

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire!


